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          Kenyan Art

Kenyan art is mainly made up of painting, carving, and sewing.  
The art of painting was brought into Kenya by Europian colonists, 

and has grown with new techniques into modern days. Today, 
paintings are made up of different shapes and patterns to make a 

picture. Another popular style of art is carving. Kenyans enjoy 
carving masks, shields, and household items. One more art is 

sewing. Sewing is very useful to the Kenyan people because they 
sew their clothes, blankets, and other household items.



Kenya has a variety of foods including fruits 
such as pineapples and mangoes, and 

vegetables such as cabbages and potatoes.
  They also have a variety of meats

including ostrich and crocodile.
Farmland, lakes, and the Indian Ocean 

provide easy access to fruits, vegetables, and 
meat.

 

 Kenyan Food



                  Kenya Activities 
● There are three major sports in Kenya

● Rugby
● Soccer
● Netball
The climate of Kenya supports all three of these 
sports. All three sports use a ball and a few 
household items which are simple and nothing 
fancy. 



Music```

t

A very common music type in Kenya is the 
blues. They also listen to alot of the same 
kind of music that we listen to.

This is a thumb piano.

This is an 
unusual african 
shacker.



Movement in Kenya 

People in Kenya are mostly very poor, which 
means they can't afford cars, trains, even  
mopeds. They mostly walk or make bikes 

from household items 



Relative Location and Longitude and Latitude

Kenya is located on planet Earth. On the 
southeastern coast of Africa is where you will find 
Kenya. Uganda, Tanzania, Somalia, and Ethiopia, 
are the countries surrounding Kenya.The longitude 
and latitude of Kenya is 1 degree south, and 36 
degrees east.



                  Plants
They have many different types of plants in Kenya. They have 40 
different types of acacias which is a hardwood mainly used for 
building . They have a flower called Valentino which is cherry red. 
The vaselife of a Valentino is 12-14 days.



Language

In Africa they speak mainly two different languages. 
Swahili and English are the two types. According to 
Ethnologue there are 62 different types of languages 
in Kenya. All of the 60 languages are individual tribe 
language.



Wildlife

These are baby Bongos African Elephants

Gorilla


